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H ISTORICAL  BACKGROUND 
The idea of symmetry in relation to similarity (symmetry of likeness) originated long ago in the 
minds of artists, architects and learned men generally. Leonardo da Vinci was one of the first to 
consciously use this form of symmetry (as perspective). He used it to make variform constructions 
of a type which he called the golden section [1]. This particular construction bears a direct relation 
to the symmetry of similarity, a form of symmetry well known to the ancients (in geometry). Goethe 
was interested in the laws of similarity; he saw in the spiral forms of plants and animals an 
important natural spiral tendency, and in the law of alternation of the vertebrae in animals a sign 
of the infinite sequence of generations [2, pp. 51, 72]. 
Many studies have been made of isolated instances of this form of symmetry [3-9], e.g. of the 
laws governing the positions of leaves in plants (phyllotaxis), in the regular array of the seeds in 
the heads of the sunflower, of the daisy (Fig. 1), and of certain other plants, in the spiral forms 
of the shells of molluscs (Fig. 2), in the conical forms taken by many trees (e.g. the spruce), in the 
skeletal forms and growth pyramids of crystals, and in other various forms presented by natural 
objects, living or otherwise. 
Some particular types of this form of symmetry have been described in a rigorous mathematical 
fashion by means of continued fractions, e.g. perspectives. 
H. Weyl, in his book Symmetry [2], was the first to put forward the idea that these regularities 
can be given a mathematical description by means of special groups (the groups L in what follows). 
In this note, I shall attempt o present he detailed content of this idea in relation to figures in 
a plane, by considering roups that can contain the operations of classical symmetry as well as 
the new operation of the symmetry of similarity. Each such group is illustrated by means of one 
or more figures. 
OPERATIONS IN  THE SYMMETRY OF  S IMILARITY  
General definition of symmetry of similarity 
By a symmetrical figure in the most general sense I mean a figure that consists of equal parts 
identically placed one relative to another. Only two types of equality as between figures are accepted 
in classical studies of symmetry, namely, equality allowing of coincidence (identity) and mirror 
symmetry (equality). By equal here we mean not only figures that actually are identical, but also 
all similar figures, i.e. all figures of the same shape (including those of mirror similarity). 
The parts of a composite figure are place identically, one with respect o the next, by a 
multiplication operation, which consists of defined operations that transform any one of the parts 
into any other similar part (and transform the figure into itself). 
Operation K
The simplest similarity operation is that of transferring all similar parts of the figure into a 
parallel position, while enlarging or diminishing them and the distances between them by some 
specified factor n, In this case, the corresponding points of the similar parts move in straight lines. 
The straight lines passing through corresponding points converge at the special point of the 
figure. The figure as a whole is defined by any two adjacent parts in parallel position. The operation 
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Fig. 1. Example of symmetry ofsimilarity in a daisy. 
is effected by means of the construction shown in Fig. 3. Operation K, applied indefinitely, gives 
us a figure consisting of an infinite number of parts, which become smaller as we approach the 
special point, and become larger as we move away from that point. The parts become vanishingly 
small at the special point, and enlarge indefinitely at infinity. 
Operation L 
This operation consists of two steps performed in sequence, namely rotation of the part about 
a fixed axis through some angle (p followed by operation K (translation in a straight line from 
the special point). The order in which the steps are performed is without significance. Operation 
L is effected by means of a construction (Fig. 4) with respect o two given similar parts A and 
B - -  plane figures not in parallel positions. An important point here is that the separate component 
operations ~0 and K cannot be independent similarity symmetry operations when operation L is 
present, Fig. 4 shows an example. 
Figure 5 shows another example of a figure constructed by means of operation L. It is easy to 
prove (though it is obvious from Fig. 5) that any set of corresponding points must lie on a 
logarithmic spiral. We may call operation L a spiral motion about a similarity axis, which axis we 
may denote by L. 
Fig. 2. Shell of an ammonite (from Heckers atlas). 
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Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. 5 
Fig. 3. Example of a figure having the similarity symmetry K. The figure consists of an infinite set of black 
triangles. The method of constructing the figure is shown. 
Fig. 4. Method of constructing a figure having the similarity symmetry L. Triangles A and B demonstrate 
the method used to transform adjacent parts (black triangles) one into another. 
Fig. 5. Example of a figure having the similarity symmetry L. 
The elementary angle ~p may be a rotational or irrational fraction f a full turn. Figure 6 shows 
an example of a figure constructed by means of operation L (~p = -n /5 )  In which ¢ is 1/10 of 
a full clockwise turn (following the spiral outwards). That type of motion is assigned the minus 
sign. 
The elementary angle differs from the angle of rotation about a simple axis of symmetry in 
that it may be a fraction of a full turn. For example, q7 = +2n/15 in Fig. 7, and ~p = -3n /5  in 
Fig. 8. 
Any figure constructed by means of one similarity axis having a rational q7 may be split into 
sectors having symmetry K. Such sectors do not occur if cp is irrational. 
The result of operation K in no way differs from the result of operation L (~p = 2n). 
Operation M 
This operation is the analog of a simple or glide reflection in classical symmetry. We may call 
it reflection at a plane of similarity. Figure 9 illustrates the general method of effecting this 
operation. 
We are given two parts having a mirror similarity relation in the form of two fight-angled 
triangles, one having a hypotenuse AB and the other a hypotenuse A 'B'. We assume that they are 
adjacent parts of a single figure. 
We take any point in the first part. For convenience, let that point be A. We join the point to 
the corresponding point A'. This construction defines q~ with respect o vertex A. We rotate the 
line A 'B '  through an angle ~p (clockwise) about A'  and simultaneously move it along A'A" to 
comply with the condition 
A "A " /AA '  = A "B'/AB. 
Fig. 6 Fig. 7 Fig. 8 
Fig. 6. Example of a figure having the similarity symmetry L (~p = -hi5). 
Fig. 7. Example of a figure having the similarity symmetry L(~p = +2 n/15). 
Fig. 8. Example of a figure having the similarity symmetry L (¢p = -3n/5). 
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Fig. 9 Fig. 10 Fig. 11 
Fig. 9. General method of constructing a figure having the similarity symmetry M from two given parts 
AB and A' B' having a mirror-similarity relation. The similarity plane bisects the angle AOA '. 
Fig. 10. Special case of a figure having the similarity symmetry M.
Fig. 11. Another special case of a figure having the similarity symmetry M.
In this way we get he point A" in the third part. We construct A "B" by drawing from A" a line 
parallel to AB; the length of A"B" from A" is found from 
A "B"I~4 "B" = A "B'IAB. 
The fourth part is derived from the third in the same way, and so on. 
In this way we get two sets of parts (one on each side), which vanish at the special point O (the 
point where the lines AA" and A 'A " meet BB" and B'B"). The bisector of the angle AOA' is the 
similarity plane. The above construction relates to parts decreasing in size; the construction can 
be reversed to give ones increasing in size. We denote the similarity plane by M, the symbol for 
the reflection operation that generates the figure. 
Figure 10 shows a special case of a figure having the similarity symmetry M; here the special 
plane has a considerable resemblance to an ordinary symmetry plane. Figure 11 shows a case in 
which the special plane resembles a glide plane. 
Operation N 
Operations, K, L and M exhaust the similarity symmetry operations for two-dimensional figures, 
if we exclude the usual symmetry operations for such figures. As regards three-dimensional figures, 
there is only one further operation, which we may take to be a combination of the operation L
(~o @ _ 2 n) with the operation K = L (~0 = 2n), subject o the condition that the two axes are 
mutually perpendicular nd that each operation individually isnot essentially a similarity symmetry 
operation for the whole figure. 
Figure 12 shows an example of a three-dimensional figure having a similarity axis of symmetry 
N. 
S IMILARITY SYMMETRY GROUPS 
Groups defined by one operation 
A group of this type consists of a given operation, or repetitions of that operation, or repetitions 
of the reverse operation. A group of this type may be denoted by the symbol for its operation. 
The only groups for two-dimensional figures are K, L and M. Figures 1-11 show examples of 
figures belonging to these groups. Three-dimensional figures have groups K, L, M and N. I shall 
not deal here with e question of the possibility of other groups for three-dimensional figures. 
Groups defined by two operations of the first kind 
Here we have groups belonging to the series 
2.L, 3.L, 4 .L . . .  
These groups are specified by a symmetry axis of any order and by a similarity axis L coincident 
with that axis. 
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Fig. 12. Example of a three-dimensional figure having the similarity symmetry N. (The similarity axis is 
normal to the plane of drawing.) 
Fig. 13. Figure having the similarity symmetry 7.L (tp = -n/7). 
Fig. 14. Figure having the similarity symmetry 12.L (~ = +n/16). 
Figure 13 shows an example of a figure belonging to group 7. L (q~. = -n/7);  the symbol indicates 
that the figure comes into self-coincidence after a rotation about the 7-fold axis through an angle 
that is a multiple of 2n/7 and after a spiral rotation through an angle that is a multiple of 
q~ = -n /7 .  Here the minus sign indicates that the motion is clockwise as we pass from the axis 
to the edge. A group of this kind contains only operations of the first kind, so our figure can exist 
in two enantiomorphic forms. 
Figure 14 shows an example of a figure belonging to group 12.L (tp = +n/16); the symbol 
indicates that the figure has a 12-fold symmetry axis and a similarity axis whose elementary angle 
is 1/32 of a full turn. The positive sign given to that angle indicates that the motion is 
counterclockwise. This applies to the main spirals which differ from the derivative spirals, also 
visible in the figure, in having their parts more closely spaced. Here the main spirals traverse the 
short sides of the curvilinear quadrilaterals. 
If half of these quadrilaterals are colored black in chessboard order we get a new figure 
(Fig. 15) having the lower symmetry 6. L(q~ = -n/8).  All the main spirals, which are readily visible, 
run along the short diagonals of the black (or white) quadrilaterals. The negative sign of ~ indicates 
that the main spirals run clockwise as we pass outwards from the axis. 
Groups defined by a symmetry axis and by a similarity plane parallel to that axis 
These groups form a series 
2.M, 3.M, 4 .M . . . .  
Fig. 15 Fig. 16 
Fig. 15. Figure having the similarity symmetry 6.L (tp -- -n/8). 
Fig, 16. Figure having the similarity symmetry 8.M. 
Fig, 17. Figure having the similarity symmetry 12.mL (tp = n/12). 
Fig. 17 
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Fig. 18 Fig. 19 Fig. 20 
Fig. 18. Figure having the similarity symmetry 12.mL (cp = n/12) (as in previous figure). 
Fig. 19. Figure having the similarity symmetry 2.inK. 
Fig. 20. Figure having the similarity symmetry 3. raM. 
Figure 16 shows a figure belonging to group 8. M. We see that this figure consists of eight sectors, 
each of which is transformed to another by a rotation about the single eight-fold axis through an 
angle that is a multiple of 1/8 of a full turn. Each part has the similarity M (see Fig. 11). 
A notable property of the figures in this series is that they consist of mirror-similarity parts but 
still can exist in two enantiomorphic forms. 
Groups defined by three similarity symmetry elements 
The two series 
1,2,3 . . . .  
m, 2.m, 3 .m. . . ,  
are known to exhaust the symmetry groups of finite two-dimensional figures. Here I have 
considered the similarity symmetry groups obtained by combining the groups of the first series with 
groups L and M. It remains to consider the combinations of the second series with groups L and 
M. 
We get two series of new groups 
mL, 2 .mL,  3 .mL . . . , 
mM, 2.raM, 3.raM. 
Figure 17 shows a figure belonging to group 12. mL (~0 = n/12) in the first series. The symbol shows 
that the figure has a single 12-fold symmetry axis, 12 symmetry planes, and a similarity axis whose 
elementary rotation angle is 1/24 of a full turn. Figure 18 shows a figure belonging to the same 
group. This figure is of interest in that it illustrates the law of hexagonal close packing found in 
the pistils of many plants. 
If we color the parts of Fig. 17 in two different colors in chessboard order, we get a figure whose 
similarity symmetry is 12.mL (cp = ~/6), because the elementary angle corresponding to the axis 
L has been doubled (Fig. 19). It is simpler to treat this group as being 12.mK, because the main 
black spirals become circles, and the spirals normal to the main ones become radial straight lines. 
Figure 20 shows a figure belonging to a group in the second series. The group is 3. mM, which 
contains a three-fold axis, three ordinary symmetry planes, and three similarity planes, as well as 
a similarity axis (not shown in the symbol) having cp = ~/3. 
SUMMARY 
This concludes my brief survey of the similarity symmetry groups for two-dimensional figures. 
The treatment is being prepared in more detailed form and is being extended to three-dimensional 
figures. 
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I do not doubt that similarity will find extensive use in the decorative arts and in architecture, 
and also in the life sciences in descriptions of plant and animal morphology. It may be that the 
theory of similarity symmetry will find applications in crystallography, e.g. in relation to rhythmic 
effects accompanying the growth of crystals. 
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